Individual Activities

Fair Play
Leadership
Teamwork

Yoga
music (slow) » music player » mats
(one per student and teacher) »
hands-free microphone (optional)

Warm It Up

2-3

Cooperation

Lesson 2 of 6
EQUIPMENT

GRADES K – 3

RELATED RESOURCES

available on a number of websites)

Safety First!

BREATHING EASY

Instruct students to remove their socks and shoes
(no sock feet), place them in a designated area, and sit on one of the mats scattered
posture). Encourage students to sit in the position that is most comfortable for them,
through the nose and out through the mouth in different ways. One is called a
Breath because it helps clear the head and lungs. Breathe in through the nose and

Clues that students are achieving
the outcome…
“Students will identify and demonstrate
respectful communication skills appropriate
K-12 Physical Education
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning,
2000.
about yoga to a peer or teacher
positive comments with students
demonstrating yoga
poses

Individual Activities
Whoop It Up
LITTLE WARRIORS

GRADES K – 3

2-4

Safety First!

Breathing and listening to the body are important parts
of yoga. Students should not push any pose if it hurts.
Yoga is all about having fun and feeling good, and part of feeling good is communicating positive
Bunny Breath »
pattern, invite them to close their eyes and repeat the pattern at their own pace. Hot Air Balloon »
Sit on heels with arms down at sides. Begin by doing Bunny Breath, while inflating like a hot air
th
breath stand on tip
toes). Hold the position, and then let the balloon breath out by running around the activity area
Mountain » Refer to lesson 1. Jumping » Refer to lesson
1. Teapot (Triangle) » Begin in jumped out Jumping Pose. Turn left foot so toes point away from
like a teapot, reaching for toes, and hold the position. Lift body to straight position and with arms
Mountain Pose. Repeat on the opposite side, turning right toes away from
body. Brave Warrior » Begin with feet in jumped out Jumping Pose, and turn left foot so toes point
as Teapot Pose). Bend left knee, keeping knee in line with the foot. Turn head to the left and breathe
slowly in through the nose and out through the mouth. Repeat on the opposite side. Provide time
for students to think about three things they like about yoga. Invite students to share them with a
partner before returning to their mat for Savasana.

Ever Active Schools » www.everactive.org

3rd Floor Percy Page Centre, 11759 Groat Road, Edmonton AB » Ph. 780-454-4745

Wrap It Up
GUIDED IMAGERY

Savasana » Students lie on
their back on the mat with eyes
closed. Breathe slowly in through
the nose and out through the
lights. Lead students through
guided imagery (see Related
asking them to demonstrate the
three yoga sitting positions and
the three types of breathing. Ask
students to share one thing they
like about yoga with you before
leaving the activity area.

